
VF1D QUICK START
Connect power supply, motor and peripherals (See pages 4 and 5)

    BXL-VF1D    
     SMINN      

Power the control panel, the screen will turn on

Test motor operation with Å (close) and Æ (open). Maneuver is in deadman 
mode and slow speed. If the direction of rotation is not correct, exchange the 
motor U and V wiring. Adjust the limit switches (if any). When �nished, leave the 
door closed.

U

V W

230V 3PH

U

V W

380V 3PH

If the motor has a brake, follow the instructions on page 24.
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U1 V1 W1

U V W
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U V W

<  DOOR TYPE   >

     RISING

   DOOR TYPE   

<    RISING    >

   DOOR TYPE   

<   OVERHEAD   >

<  DOOR TYPE   >

    OVERHEAD  

<  DOOR TYPE   >

     RISING

Enter the menu by pressing BACK and ENTER simultaneously

Select door type

Press ENTER to modify the 
parameter

1

2

Press Å or Æ to modify the 
selected value

3

4

5

Press ENTER to accept the 
modi�cation or BACK to 
maintain the previous value.

Select the maneuver mode (see page 8)6

<  DOOR TYPE   >

     RISING

Press Æ to go to the next 
parameter

<MANEUVER MODE >

    STANDARD    

Press ENTER and select the 
desired value

<MANEUVER MODE >

   OPEN CLOSE

BACK ENTER

BACK ENTER

Perform the maneuver programming procedure. Make sure you have closed the 
door �rst.

7

<MANEUVER MODE >

    STANDARD

Press Æ until PROG 
WIZARD appears.

< PROG WIZARD  >

Press ENTER to start the 
con�guration

 ELECTRIC LOCK

<      NO      >

Press Å or Æ to modify the 
parameter and ENTER to 
con�rm and move to the 
next parameter.

You can check the 
parameters on pages 18-21

PRESS ENTER TO

LEARN OPEN

OPEN LIM POS

ENTER CONT.

If limit switches are used

If absolute encoder is used

ONLY WITH ABSOLUTE ENCODER

Move the door with Å (close) and Æ (open) and bring it �rst to the opening limit, press ENTER 
and then to the closing limit and press ENTER again.

Advance in the same direction at least 50cm before setting a limit for proper encoder 
con�guration.

The position of the encoder appears on the screen; it should increase when opening and 
decrease when closing.

OPEN LIM POS

376

OPEN LIM POS

4294

CLOSE LIM POS

4294

CLOSE LIM POS

148

PRESS ENTER TO

LEARN OPEN

Press ENTER, LL1 or a 
transmitter to start.

ENT>SOF 22C 318V

Press ENTER, LL1 or a 
transmitter to set the soft 
stop position on opening. If 
this step is not performed, 
the entire maneuver will be 
recorded as soft stop.

1.82A      2.00A

ENT>ST  23C 311V

Let the door advance to the 
limit switch; the control 
panel will stop the 
maneuver automatically.

1.80A      2.23A

PRESS ENTER TO

LEARN CLOSE

Press ENTER, LL1 or a 
transmitter to start.

ENT>SOF 23C 316V

Press ENTER, LL1 or a 
transmitter to set the soft 
stop position on closing. If 
this step is not performed, 
the entire maneuver will be 
recorded as soft stop.

1.64A      2.11A

ENT>ST 24C 309V

Let the door advance to the 
limit switch; the control 
panel will stop the 
maneuver automatically.

1.62A      2.19A

PRESS ENTER TO

LEARN CLOSE

The opening con�guration 
is complete

< PROG WIZARD  >

Programming is complete. 
Press BACK to exit the 
menu and save the 
con�guration.

Test operation and tune OPTIONS and SETTINGS8

Use LL1, LL2 or a transmitter to test the operation of the maneuver. If necessary, modify the 
corresponding parameters in OPTIONS and SETTINGS.

innovative in electronics

Do not enter OPTIONS and SETTINGS menus, not necessary for programming
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